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Summary

Energy storage optimisation tool was developed for selecting and sizing the storages. The
tool was developed for small scale energy PV production site in mind which has access to
main distribution system energy markets. The tool was developed around three basic blocks:
meteorological data retrieval from external databases, photovoltaic production calculation,
and optimisation with LP solve linear equation solver for optimum use and number of
storages.
The photovoltaic estimation module was developed to have also ability to forecast PV
production for the next day in addition to longer term estimations. The idea is to be able to
use optimisation model also for day-ahead energy markets and also provide case specific PV
production forecasts for future projects.
Goal for the developed tool is to provide case specific answers to how to size and use
energy storages in different cases. An example case during the development was a house in
Tampere Finland with PV production. Target for the case calculation was to investigate
reduction peak power consumption by limiting grid connection capacity to 70 % of the original
peak value. In this inspected case, cost for reducing peak power consumption by 30 % was
increase 8.5 % over reference case during inspected time period of 20 years.
Tool could be further developed by improving the methods for estimating cost parameters
in degradation of energy storages. A lot of research is ongoing in the studies for battery
performance and aging and taking account these factors better would increase the accuracy
of the results. Also plan is to investigate bringing the developed calculation models to other
platforms and reducing the performance demands for computational power. Optimisation
model was made day-ahead energy markets in mind and therefore algorithm can be
embedded to real life applications like minimising cost for electric car charging.
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Abbreviations
FMI

Finnish Meteorological Institute

HDKR

The Hay, Davies, Klucher and Reindl model

HIRLAM

High Resolution Limited Area Model

LP

Linear Programming

MBE

Mean Bias Error

MPE

Mean Percentage Error

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NREL

National Renewable Energy Laboratory

PV

Photovoltaic(s)

RMSE

Root Mean Square Error

UTC

Coordinated Universal Time
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1.

Introduction

The energy storage selection and control is one of the main issues in microgrid concepts.
One of the visions is that energy storages will serve as balancing power for renewables more
and more in the future. This report focuses to this case by developing photovoltaic production
estimation calculation tool and optimisation model for usage and investment decision support
for energy storage systems.

2.

Photovoltaic production estimation

To estimate the PV system production, the azimuthal and elevation angle of the sun should
be accurately calculated. PV production estimation algorithm calculates these angles for
selected time steps during the day from coordinates and altitude of selected location. These
angles are utilized to calculate the amount of solar radiation on a tilted panel surface and PV
panel temperature. Solar radiation is divided into three components which are direct, diffuse
and reflected solar radiation. These components are illustrated in the Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Radiation on tilted panel surface.
Of the three components, direct and diffuse parts are the most important for estimation of PV
system energy production. Reflected part of the radiation depends on the place where the
panels are installed. Reflected part of the radiation is usually insignificant compared to direct
and diffuse radiation. Calculation of the radiation on tilted panel surface was done with the
HDKR model (the Hay, Davies, Klucher, Reindl model). The total radiation on tilted panel
surface is [1]:
1 + cos 𝛽
𝛽
1 − cos 𝛽
𝐼𝑇 = (𝐼𝑏 − 𝐼𝑑 𝐴𝑖 )𝑅𝑏 + 𝐼𝑑 (1 − 𝐴𝑖 ) (
) [1 + 𝑓 sin3 ( )] + 𝐼𝜌𝑔 (
)
2
2
2

(1)

Where 𝐼𝑇 is the total radiation on the tilted surface, 𝐼𝑏 is the beam radiation, 𝐼𝑑 is the diffuse
radiation, 𝐼𝜌𝑔 is the ground reflectance (also called the albedo), 𝑅𝑏 is the ratio of beam
radiation on the tilted surface to beam radiation on the horizontal surface, 𝐴𝑖 is the anisotropy
index, 𝛽 is the slope surface and 𝑓 is the final factor. The anisotropy index determines a
portion of the horizontal diffuse and it is given by the following equation [1]:
𝐴𝑖 =

𝐼𝑏
𝐼0

(2)

Where 𝐼0 is the extraterrestrial horizontal radiation. The final factor is related to the
cloudiness of the location and it is given by the following equation [1]:
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𝐼𝑏
𝑓=√
𝐼

(3)

Where 𝐼 is the global horizontal radiation on the earth’s surface. Total radiation on the tilted
panel surface is utilized in PV panel temperature calculations with the following equation [2]:
𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 = 𝑇𝑎 +

𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 − 20
∙ 𝐼𝑇
80

(4)

Where 𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 is panel temperature, 𝑇𝑎 is the ambient temperature, 𝑁𝑂𝐶𝑇 is The Nominal
Operating Cell Temperature (between 33-58 °C, typically 48 °C). Finally, PV system
production estimation can be calculated with following equation:
𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 = 𝑃𝑛 ∙ 𝑓𝐷 ∙

𝐼𝑇
𝐼𝑇,𝑆𝑇𝐶

∙ (1 + 𝑘 𝑇 ∙ (𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 − 𝑇𝑛 ))

(5)

Where, 𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 is the power production estimation, 𝑃𝑛 is the nominal power under standard
test conditions, 𝐼𝑇,𝑆𝑇𝐶 is nominal radiation at standard test conditions, 𝑓𝐷 is derating factor, 𝑇𝑛
panel temperature in standard test conditions, and 𝑘𝑇 is temperature dependant performance
factor (negative in value). For example value of 𝑘𝑇 for LG260S1C-G3 mono crystalline panel
is -0.459 %/°C [3]. Derating factor can be assumed to be 1.0 if temperature is the only
efficiency loss wanted to be modelled.

3.

Photovoltaic production estimation algorithm

PV production estimation was done for short-term and long-term periods. In these studies
short-term means forecasting day-ahead production and long-term means estimating year
around production. Long-term period estimation was utilized in energy storage selection tool
and short-term forecasting can be utilized in actual day to day operation of energy storages.

3.1

Short-term photovoltaic production forecasting

Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) open data was utilized in short-term PV production
forecasting. FMI has decided to publish a major part of their meteorological and
oceanographic datasets as open data using open standard web service interfaces for
geospatial data.[4] Weather forecast from FMI is based on High Resolution Limited Area
Model (HIRLAM) with horizontal resolution of 7.5 kilometres. The vertical model has 65 levels
of which 20 are located in the lowest atmospheric level below 1000 meters. HIRLAM weather
forecast model is run four times a day (00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC) and it is a limited-range
model, which covers Europe, the North Atlantic and part of the Arctic regions.[5] Methods
were developed to retrieve weather forecast and measurement data from the open data
platform, analyse its accuracy, and to develop calculation model to forecast PV system dayahead production for selected location in Finland.
FMI provides weather forecast information such as ambient temperature, wind speed, wind
direction, cloud cover, relative humidity, global horizontal radiation and diffuse radiation for
the next 48 hours for selected location. In addition, it provides latitude, longitude and altitude
for selected location. These values can be utilized to forecast PV system energy production
for the next day. PV system production forecasting algorithm was made with Matlab and the
weather forecast part of the algorithm was made with Python. Figure 3.1 illustrates the
functionality of the short-term PV production forecasting tool.
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Figure 3.1. PV production short-term forecasting.
Input information and calculation level of the algorithm is done with Matlab. Python is called
from Matlab to get weather forecast from FMI’s open data platform. Python parses the data
and stores it to files which are then utilized in Matlab calculations. HDKR model is built in
Matlab and it calculates different radiations on tilted panel surface for next 40 hours. Figure
3.2 - Figure 3.4 illustrates different radiations in Inari at the beginning of June.

Figure 3.2. Horizontal radiation in Inari.
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Figure 3.3. Estimated radiation on tilted panel surface.

Figure 3.4. Global horizontal and estimated tilted radiation in Inari.
In these radiation calculations the PV module tilt angle was 45 degrees and it was facing
directly to south. Diffuse, direct and reflected radiations are calculated with HDKR model and
they are utilized in PV panel temperature calculations. In these radiation estimations the
value 0.2 is used for ground albedo. Figure 3.5 shows estimations of PV panel temperature
in Inari.
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Figure 3.5. Air and panel temperatures in Inari.
As seen from above figure, panel temperature rises significantly during solar noon when
radiation level is at highest and during night the panel temperature is almost at the same
level with air temperature. Higher panel temperatures decrease the output power of the PV
system approximately -0.5 %/°C when temperature is higher than 25 °C. Radiation levels and
panel temperature estimations are utilized to estimate produced energy of the PV system.
Figure 3.6 shows PV system production estimations for the Inari, where 30 kW PV system is
installed.

Figure 3.6. PV system production forecast for Inari (30.0 kW).
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Figure 3.7 shows the comparison between measured and estimated energy production of 30
kW PV system in Inari. Weather forecast was retrieved and calculations made at 9 am and 3
pm every day. Two forecasts were retrieved to see how much weather forecast changes
during the day.

Inari (30 kW)
25
Forecast 9:00
Measured

20

Energy (kWh)

Forecast 15:00
15

10

5

0
22.5.

23.5.

24.5.

25.5.

26.5.

27.5.

28.5.

29.5.

30.5.

Figure 3.7. Measured and estimated energy production in Inari.
These energy production measurements and estimations are from 22.5‒29.5.2014. It was
assumed that the PV system is at 45 degree tilt angle and it is facing directly to south but in
reality the tilt angle was not so steep and the facing of the panels was unknown. Therefore,
the accuracy of the forecasting algorithm could be even better. Nevertheless, the forecasting
algorithm provides promising results and during cloudy and clear days it gives quite accurate
estimation of produced energy. During partly cloudy days the accuracy is not so good
because it is hard to predict cloud movement for specific location. Chapter four will give more
detailed description of accuracy of the forecasting algorithm

3.2

Long-term photovoltaic production estimation

Long-term PV production estimation was done by utilizing NASA historical database because
obviously it is not possible to get accurate year around weather forecast. NASA provides
monthly and annual averaged radiation values for every day of year for a 22-year period
(July 1983 - June 2005) [6]. Daily radiation values were transformed to hourly values by
using algorithm presented in [7]. Figure 3.8 illustrates an example of hourly horizontal
radiation in the area of Tampere during one year period.
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Figure 3.8. Horizontal radiation in Tampere.
The HDKR model was also utilized to calculate direct, diffuse and reflected radiation for year
around period. Figure 3.9 illustrates different radiations to the tilted panel surface in the area
of Tampere. In these radiation calculations the PV module tilt angle was 45 degrees, facing
directly to south and value 0.2 was used to describe the ground albedo.

Figure 3.9. Estimated radiation on tilted panel surface.
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Panel temperature and energy production calculations were made with the same equations
as in PV system short-term production forecasting. Figure 3.10 shows air and panel
temperatures.

Figure 3.10. Estimated air and panel temperatures in Tampere.
As it can be seen from the figure, the panel temperature is much higher during the summer
and lower during winter. Higher panel temperatures decrease the amount of produced
energy. Figure 3.11 illustrates PV system (5 kW) energy production during one year period.

Figure 3.11. PV system energy production in Tampere (5 kW).
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The total amount of produced energy during the year for 5 kW PV system will be
approximately 6 MWh. This is just an estimate of the production and it will strongly depend
on the real weather conditions and therefore it can vary a lot. PV production estimation
accuracy calculations for year around were not made because it would require
measurements for the whole year, which were not available at the moment.

4. Evaluation of the accuracy of photovoltaic production shortterm forecasting
Statistical parameters to evaluate the accuracy of the estimated PV system energy
production are the mean bias error (MBE), the root mean square error (RMSE) and the mean
percentage error (MPE). According to [8], [9] these test parameters are defined as below:
𝑁

1
𝑀𝐵𝐸 = ∑(𝐻𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝐻𝑖,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 )
𝑁

(6)

𝑖=1

𝑁

(7)

1
2
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √ [∑(𝐻𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝐻𝑖,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 ) ]
𝑁
𝑖=1

𝑁

𝑀𝑃𝐸 =

1
𝐻𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝐻𝑖,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠
∑(
∙ 100)
𝑁
𝐻𝑖,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠

(8)

𝑖=1

Where 𝐻𝑖,𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the estimated energy production and 𝐻𝑖,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 is the measured energy
production. The test of MBE provides information on the long-term performance of the
forecasting algorithm. A negative value gives the average amount of underestimation and a
positive value gives the average amount of overestimation in the estimated values. The
RMSE test provides information on a short-term performance allowing a term by term
comparison between estimated and measured values. The value of RMSE is always positive
and zero value is ideal. The MPE test provides the percentage deviation of the estimated and
measured radiation values.

4.1

Accuracy of photovoltaic production short-term forecasting
algorithm

MBE and RMSE test parameters were calculated for each day and also for the whole
forecasting period for the PV system in Inari. Results of the MBE and RMSE parameters for
the PV system energy production forecasting algorithm are presented in Table 4.1 and Table
4.2. Table 4.1 is the accuracy of forecasting the next day PV energy production in the
morning and Table 4.2 is for forecasting in the evening.
Table 4.1. Results for day-ahead PV system production forecasting at 9:00 (Inari 30 kW).
Day

MBE (kWh)

RMSE (kWh)

Measured (kWh)

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
All

-0.0802
-0.6932
-0.4361
-0.6284
0.6546
0.3110
-0.5901
0.6882
-0.0968

0.4611
1.0487
0.9289
1.9291
2.9083
1.6973
2.8412
2.4307
1.9753

29.70
40.90
61.80
76.10
110.80
80.50
178.30
220.40
798.40
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Table 4.2. Results for day-ahead PV system production forecasting at 15:00 (Inari 30 kW).
Day

MBE (kWh)

RMSE (kWh)

Measured (kWh)

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
All

-0.0083
-0.6868
1.4127
-0.7543
1.5732
-0.2040
-0.8250
0.9023
0.1762

0.5405
1.0372
3.0726
2.0428
3.2742
1.0257
2.9061
2.4296
2.2667

29.70
40.90
61.80
76.10
110.80
80.50
178.30
220.40
798.40

Results in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 shows that in longer period the short-term PV energy
forecasting is quite good but in shorter period it is not so accurate and few kWh deviation is
seen from the results. Although, the PV system energy forecasting is not very accurate, it
gives good estimation how much energy could be produced during the next day.
MPE test parameters were calculated for each day and the whole period. It was calculated
by comparing the forecasted energy production to the real produced energy during the day.
Table 4.3 shows the forecasted and measured daily energy production values for each day
and Table 4.4 shows the MPE results for those days.
Table 4.3. Comparison of forecasted and measured daily energy production (Inari 30 kW).
Day

9:00 (kWh)

15:00 (kWh)

Measured (kWh)

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
All

27.77
24.26
51.33
61.02
126.51
87.96
164.05
236.92
779.82

29.50
24.42
95.71
58.00
148.56
75.60
158.45
242.06
832.24

29.70
40.90
61.80
76.10
110.80
80.50
178.30
220.40
798.40

Table 4.4. Mean percentage error for PV system production forecasting (Inari 30 kW).
Day

9:00 MPE (%)

15:00 MPE (%)

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3
Day 4
Day 5
Day 6
Day 7
Day 8
All

-6.48
-40.68
-16.94
-19.82
14.18
9.27
-7.99
7.49
-2.33

-0.67
-40.30
54.86
-23.79
34.08
-6.08
-11.13
9.83
4.24

As seen from the tables, some days have very different MPE values for the daily energy
production, but MPE for the whole eight day period is relatively good. It could be even better
if accurate PV panel information was available from the PV system in Inari.
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5.

Optimisation tool for energy storage selection

Energy storage selection tool described here is based in linear optimisation of hourly energy
usage over time period. Linear optimisation can used to find maximum or minimum of
following form equations:
𝑓(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 … . ) = 𝐶1 𝑥1 + 𝐶2 𝑥2 …

(9)

𝐴11 𝑥1 + 𝐴12 𝑥1 … ≤ 𝑏1

(10)

𝐴21 𝑥1 + 𝐴22 𝑥1 … ≤ 𝑏2

(11)

with constraints like:

->
𝐴𝑥 ≤ 𝑏

(12)

Base for optimisation is selected to be LP solve linear optimization solver. This is a solver
which can solve linear optimisation problems when supplied in correct form. Optimisation in
LP solve is done with modified simplex algorithm together with Branch-and-bound method for
the integers. Version of LP solve is 5.5.20. [10]

5.1

Formulation of the problem

Linear optimisation is used here to minimise operative costs of energy system. One result of
which is the optimum usage energy storage system. In general there are two types of costs,
variable costs which scale with usage of a device and costs that don’t scale; investment
costs. Linear optimisation uses variable costs in the solution and output of linear solver can
be used with investment cost in total profitability calculations. Variable costs in energy
system optimisation are fuel costs, energy purchase cost, and wear and tear in devices. Also
is variable sales income for the power sales.
Variables selected for the tool are purchase of electricity, electricity sales, energy storage
discharge, energy storage charge, and waste. Waste variable is used to investigate case
where system is limited so that excess energy e.g. from solar power exceeds the need.
Obviously when grid connection is available, this is not usually a problem. With the variable
cost information, operative total cost equation for optimisation period 𝑡2 becomes following:
𝑡2

𝑓(𝑥11 , 𝑥12 … . ) = ∑ 𝐵𝑥ℎ𝐵 − 𝑆𝑥ℎ𝑆 + 𝐷𝑥ℎ𝐷 − 𝐶𝑥ℎ𝐶 + 𝑊𝑥ℎ𝑊

(13)

ℎ=1

with energy balance constraint for each hour:
𝑥ℎ𝐵 − 𝑥ℎ𝑆 + 𝑥ℎ𝐷 − 𝑥ℎ𝐶 − 𝑥ℎ𝑊 = 𝐿ℎ − 𝑃ℎ

(14)

with energy storage state of charge constraint for each hour:
𝑘

∑ 𝑥ℎ𝐶 − 𝑥ℎ𝐷 ≤ 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐶𝑎𝑝0

(15)

ℎ=1

and to restore battery capacity to initial state at end of the optimisation period:
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟

∑
ℎ=1

𝑥ℎ𝐶 − 𝑥ℎ𝐷 = 𝐶𝑎𝑝0

(16)
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And general power constraint for each variable in form of:
0 ≤ 𝑥ℎ𝑧 ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥ℎ𝑧
Where,
𝐵= Purchase cost of electricity for the hour [€/kWh]
𝑆= Sales income for grid sales [€/kWh]
𝐷= Cost for energy storage degradation in discharge [€/kWh]
𝐶= Cost for energy storage degradation in charging [€/kWh]
𝑥ℎ𝐵 = Electricity purchase from grid for the hour [kW]
𝑥ℎ𝑆 = Electricity sales to grid for the hour [kW]
𝑥ℎ𝐷 = Energy storage discharge for the hour [kW]
𝑥ℎ𝐶 = Energy storage charge for the hour [kW]
𝐿ℎ = Power load demand for the hour [kW]
𝑃ℎ = Power production for the hour [kW]
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 = maximum capacity of the energy storage [kWh]
𝐶𝑎𝑝0 = Initial state of charge for energy storage [kWh]
𝑚𝑎𝑥ℎ𝑧 = maximum value for variable indexed hz

(17)
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5.2

Implementation to Matlab

Matlab implementation of optimisation tool for energy storage selection is described in Figure
5.1.

Figure 5.1. Optimisation tool flow chart.
Usage of the optimisation tool starts by defining location and other details like acquiring
power demand curve for a year, electricity price estimate for a year, and cost information to
energy storages €/kW and €/kWh both for investment and for degradation. Solar power
estimate is generated by using the location information and user given maximum output
value from historical database. Solar production data can also be imported from other
applications. List of configurable parameters are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. List of configurable parameters.
Grid connection size
PV production data for year
Power demand estimate
Price for energy purchases
Price for energy sales
Cost for degradation of battery
Efficiency of the battery (over a cycle)
Range of battery capacities
Range of batter inverter sizes

kW
time series in kW with hourly steps
time series in kW with hourly steps
time series in €/kWh with hourly steps
time series in €/kWh with hourly steps
€/(kWh used)
e.g. 0.85
e.g. 0.5 ->4 kWh
e.g. 0.1 ->2 kW

When excel file is ready containing all the required information, data is read to Matlab
software and solar production estimation calculated like described in chapter 3. Case
calculation formulation file is then used to define the different scenarios and go through
different investment options. Cases are run in for loops in the file. Details about different
cases are sent for LP equation generation file which uses the data to formulate matrices and
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vectors from the equation groups described in chapter 5.1. LP generation file therefore
formulates the following:


Cost equation f



Matrix A for definition of values of 𝐴𝑦𝑥 in the equation (12) consisting of left sides
equations (14), (15) and (16).



Vector b of (12) consisting of right sides of equations (14), (15) and (16).



Operator vector(operator) for definition of type of operator in each equation



Vector(u) defining upper limitation on each variable(assuming minimum value is 0)

After this is done, vectors and matrices are sent to LP solver via lp_maker.m supplied with
the LP solve. Here are the lines of code used to communicate with LP solve:
%Problem sent to solver
lp = lp_maker(f, A, b, operator, l, u, [], 1, 1);
solvestat = mxlpsolve('solve', lp);
%
%saving of the results costs to "obj"
obj = mxlpsolve('get_objective', lp);
%saving of the results variable values to "variables"
variables=mxlpsolve('get_variables', lp);
%Optional routine to pause solver if solution is not found
if (solvestat == 0)
else
disp(['solver status ' num2str(solvestat) ' with battery 1'
num2str(bettery1)]);
pause
end
%relasing the memory of the equation
mxlpsolve('delete_lp', lp);

After this, results are sent back to case calculation formulation file which runs all the
remaining cases.
Calculation method presented in equations (13) – (17) assumes that only excess electricity is
sold to markets and only part of the consumption that is not covered by the production is
purchased from the markets if there are no storages. Reference costs are therefore
calculated by:
8760

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 = ∑ [𝐿𝑠𝑓 (ℎ) ∙ 𝐵(ℎ) − 𝑃𝑒 (ℎ) ∙ 𝑆(ℎ)]

(18)

ℎ=1

where,
𝐿𝑠𝑓 (ℎ) = 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑(ℎ) − 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(ℎ), 𝐿𝑠𝑓 (ℎ) ≥ 0

(19)

𝑃𝑒 (ℎ) = 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(ℎ) − 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑(ℎ), 𝑃𝑒 (ℎ) ≥ 0

(20)

if 𝐿𝑠𝑓 (ℎ𝑖 ) > 0 → 𝑃𝑒 (ℎ𝑖 ) = 0

&

if 𝑃𝑒 (ℎ𝑖 ) > 0 → 𝐿𝑠𝑓 (ℎ𝑖 ) = 0
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𝐿𝑠𝑓 (ℎ)=Production shortfall in hour h
𝑃𝑒 (ℎ) =Excess production in hour h
Discounted valueof future savings:
𝑡

𝐷𝑆 = 𝑁𝑆 ∑
0

1
(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

(21)

𝑁𝑆 is net savings for each year. Total net present value for the time period is therefore:
𝑡

𝐷𝑉 = 𝑁𝑆 ∑
0

1
− 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
(1 + 𝑟)𝑡

(22)

After financial calculations, results can be plotted respect to case variable which can be e.g.
inverter size.

6.

Microgrid calculation for grid connection limitation

Objective is to find cost, and optimum usage and dimensioning of energy storage when peak
grid usage is wanted to be limited to 70 % from the peak consumption. Case site is located to
Tampere Finland and has PV installation of capacity of 1 kWp.
Electricity prices and demand
Electricity price for purchases is assumed to be 15.5 c/kWh for whole year. Electricity price
for grid sales is set to follow Nordpool hourly spot price for Finland from 2013 data. Power
demand curve is based on what is presented in Figure 6.1 but covers whole year with 10 %
random variation for each hour.
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Figure 6.1. Power demand curve.
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Production
Data for solar production is generated by retrieving radiation data for horizontal surface from
NASA database [6] and transformed to hourly values by using algorithm presented in [11].
Transformation was made using Homer software [12] as algorithm was already implemented
to it. After that data was given as a sample of PV production forecast is presented in Figure
6.2.
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Figure 6.2. PV production sample data.
Costs and financing
Interest rate: 5 %
Investment to inverter: 600 €/kW
Battery costs: 0.16 €/ for degradation on every kWh used
Penalty for capacity shortage: 10 €/kWh
Electricity price for purchasing energy: 15.5 c/kWh
Price for electricity sales: Nord pool spot price for 2013
Energy storage details
Efficiency: 85 % for cycle
Initial capacity: 50 %
Capacity set at end of optimisation cycle: 50 %.
Results
Here are total costs calculated with net present cost method for 20 years of operation. Figure
6.3 displays the costs respect to inverter size.
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Figure 6.3. Total costs for 20 years in operation respect to inverter size (kW) with net present
value method in k€.
Optimum inverter size in the case would be 400 W. Battery capacity in the optimum case
was 1.5 kWh, which is about 140 Ah using a 12 V battery. Figure 6.4 displays a sample of
the simulation output.
grid purchace
Source of Energy

production
energy storage 1 discharge
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Figure 6.4. Sample of the microgrid energy system in operation. Black curve is energy
demand. Values above zero indicate source of energy to cover the load. Values below
indicate charge of the storage, sales, and waste if there is any.
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Net present value of the costs for 20 years of operation was 9259 € in the optimum case.
Reference case net present costs without energy storages or grid connection limitation was
8536 €, with price of 0.122 €/kWh for consumption. This gives cost of 9259 € - 8536 € =
723 € to reduce power peak demand 30 % from the original. Cost is 8.5% increase
compared to the reference case. This value could be used as comparison when grid
strengthening is considered.

7.

Summary and conclusions

Energy storage optimisation tool was developed for selecting and sizing the storages. The
tool was developed for small scale energy PV production site in mind which has access to
main distribution system energy markets. The tool was developed around three basic blocks:
meteorological data retrieval from external databases, photovoltaic production estimation,
and optimisation with LP solve linear equation solver for optimum use and configuration of
storages.
The photovoltaic estimation module was developed to have also ability to forecast PV
production for next day in addition to longer term estimations. The Idea is to be able to use
optimisation model also for day-ahead energy markets and also provide case specific PV
production forecasts for future projects. Accuracy of the short-term photovoltaic production
forecasting was at good level but it still could be improved. In this report only eight day period
was studied and therefore longer periods will be studied in the future to see how accurately
the estimation module really works in different time of year and different kind of weather
conditions. In future studies also other solar radiation estimation models (e.g. Liu and Jordan,
Muneer, Perez model) could be added to the estimation module to see how it affects to the
accuracy of the module.
Goal for the developed tool is to provide case specific answers to how to size and use
energy storages in different cases. Example case in during the development was a house in
Tampere Finland with PV production where grid connection size was limited to 70% of the
original peak consumption. In this inspected case, cost for reducing peak power consumption
30% was 8.5% over the inspected time period of 20 years. Of course any calculation model
or tool is as accurate as the input data is at best. For this reason, future development of the
model should be focused on improving methods for estimation of the input variables. Most
difficult of which is degradation of energy storage and hopefully new research in this area
improves things also in practice. One of the problems of academic degradation studies is that
they rarely are applied or applicable to use by the industry in guidance for the clients and end
users.
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